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circuit is implemented by sharing the existing input and
output matching circuit of the low noise amplifier. That is the
reason why chip size is not increased and the input as well as
the output return losses are improved to be about -12dB.

Abstract—In this paper, a new method is proposed to
implement the bypass circuit for 802.11n RF LNA/Switch
modules. Unlike traditional method, which uses decoder for
mode and RF switch control, this method adopts diodes only for
controlling. Also, less than -10dB input and output return loss
under bypass mode operation can be achieved by using this
method without introducing extra impedance matching circuit
which would increase the die size of a MMIC chip. This method
provides a better accuracy of signal attenuation control and less
die size implementation for bypass mode operation.

II. CIRCUIT DESIGN
In this research, the schematic circuit of low noise amplifier
module is shown in Fig. 1. The EFET (Enhancement Field
Effect Transistor) is used for the receiving-signal
amplification. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding low noise
amplifier MMIC chip design.

Index Terms—Low Noise Amplifier, RF Switch, Bypass
Mode, 802.11n

In the schematic circuit, depletion mode FET, SW3, SW4,
and SW5 are used for the implementation of bypass circuit.
Diodes, instead of decoder, are used for the control of mode
operation. When CR=L(Low), VB=L, and CT=H(High), the
system is in transmitting mode and signals transmits through
SW2. Under this mode, SW1, SW3, SW4, SW5, SW6 and
EFET are turned off and considerable amount of isolation is
required. In this design, -38dB isolation between transmitting
to receiving has been achieved. When CR=H, VB=H, and
CT=L, the module operates under normal receiving condition
and EFET amplifies signals with 2.3dB noise figure.

I. INTRODUCTION
In LNA/Switch module design [1-8] for 802.11n, a RF
bypass channel will be implemented to receive signal in case
when input receiving signal becomes too large that would
saturate the transistors of low noise amplifier. -6dB signal
attenuation is typically implemented for RF bypass channel.
Although, the RF bypass circuit shares the same RF switch
channel to antenna as well as to transceiver with the low noise
amplifier’s circuit, but in between they are two separate RF
circuits if it is implemented by using the traditional method.
Input and output impedance matching circuit is typically not
implemented due to the inductors have to be used for both
input and output sides. In this case, it will result in a typical
-8dB input and output return loss when operating under the
bypass mode. The mismatch of impedance may increase the
unnecessary coupling of the reflected signal to other places.
Also, traditionally, digital decoder is used for mode switching
control.

When system detects the receiving signals exceeding
-20dBm, the module is switched to bypass mode in order to
avoid a saturated EFET to be happened. Under bypass mode,
CR=H, VB=L, and CT=L, SW2, SW6 and EFET are turned
off as well as SW3, SW4 and SW5 are turned on. SW4 is the
RF switch for receiving signals to pass through. Its FET size is
selected to attenuate signals by an amount of 6dB. Unlike all
other designs [1-8], to achieve less than -10dB input and
output return losses, extra inductive matching components
were used. If not, reflected signals will cause signals
attenuation to be sensitive to source and load impedance. In
this design, additional SW3 and SW5 are added to improve
impedance match. These switches can use very small sizes of
depletion mode FETs (50um total gate width is used for each)
which make the increment of dies size almost nothing. Under
bypass mode operation, SW3 and SW5 are turned on and
input and output matching are improved with the help of L1
and L2. Since L1 and L2 are necessary for LNA’s noise
impedance match and output impedance match, the improved
impedance match for bypass mode is achieved without using
any extra inductive components. Due to very small size of
DFETs, SW3 and SW5, these additional switching RF
channels cause very small shunt admittance load to the main
LNA RF channel, which practically does not affect noise and
output impedance match of the main LNA receive RF
channel.

In this paper, we implement a new method for the RF
bypass channel. This new approach adopts a patented method
of using diode [9], instead of digital decoder, for mode
switching and for the control of RF switch. Beside, extra
inductors are not needed to be used for input and output
match. This new method can not only save the precious real
estate of MMIC chip, but also not increase the I/O counts of
control signal. Input and output match for bypass mode RF
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Fig. 1. Schematic circuit of low noise amplifier module.

Fig. 2. MMIC chip of low noise amplifier module.

Fig. 3. Measured input return loss of bypass circuit.

III. EXPERIMENTS
This new LNA module is implemented by using 0.5um E/D
FET GaAs technology. Table 1 shows the operating
conditions and measurement results. The measured input
return loss, output return loss, and gain of bypass circuit are
depicted in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5, respectively. After
de-embedding, the actual attenuation of bypass circuit is
-7.3dB. Larger size of FET can be used for SW4 to have
attenuation become -6dB. Under bypass mode operation, only
0.2uA current is drawn from power supply. In Table 1, -6.2dB
input return loss for RX mode seems to be poor, but this is a
compromise based on dies size and gain consideration.
Otherwise, degenerative inductor has to be used for its
improvement and both gain and dies size would be degraded.

Fig. 4. Measured output return loss of bypass circuit.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Diode control instead of decoder is used for the design of a
LNA module for 802.11n application. Compare these two
methods, diode and decoder method, decoder’s digital output
control voltage levels will be lower than diode control
method, since power supply voltage can be applied directly
for switch control by using diode control method. This gives
diode control a better choice method in terms of the RF
performance of RF switches. Besides, diode control method
consumes less real estate if compared with decoder method.
Also, in this design, a new approach is adopted to improve the
input and output return loss of the bypass circuit. This new
approach has the advantage of not using any extra inductors,
just simply borrowing the inductors that are necessary to be
used for the LNA circuit.
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